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The gender gap
Building a diverse profession

The Water, Wastewater
& Environmental
Monitoring Event
2 nd &
3rd November 2016
Conference Sessions
at WWEM include:

IWA - International
Water Association
will hold a two day
conference on
“New developments
in IT & Water”

British Water Monitoring for
Hydraulic Fracturing,
sub topics Setting the
Baseline and Ongoing
Monitoring

SWIG are holding a one
day conference covering
the R
th
Resilience
ili
off SSensor
Networks and Sensors in
Challenging applications.

WIPAC will once
again host the highly
successful “Flow forum”

Speakers at WWEM 2016 include:
Juan Antonio Baeza Labat, Brunel University London
Bas Boorsma, Cisco
Dave Carlisle, Project Manager, Southern Water
Leo Carswell, WRc/SWIG
Stuart Combellack, WITS PSA
Andy Godley, WRC
Paul Gribble, Technical Director, Alcontrol Labs
Oliver Grievson, Anglian Water
Tony Harrington, Director of Environment, Dwr Cymru Welsh Water
Pernille Ingildsen, Kalundborg
Sarah Jenner, Environmental Strategy Manager, United Utilities
Cyrille Lemoine, Veolia
Mathieu Lepot, TU Delft
Annemarie Mink, Delft University of Technology
Steven Morris, Policy Advisor, DEFRA
AJ Nair, Accenture
Lorenzo Pompa, Anglian Water
Jose Porro, Lequia Research Group
Clive Thompson, Chief Scientist, ALcontrol Labs
Christian Thuerlimann, Eawag
Kris Villez, Eawag
Mohamed S. Zaghloul, University of Calgary

+ Over 80 more!

The 7th International
Conference and Exhibition
on water, wastewater
and environmental
monitoring
Laboratory Conference
Priority Pollutants
Legislation: Resulting
Issues ffor Industry
d
and
d
Potential Solutions

BMSS special interest
group will present on
Mass Spectrometry and
Chromatography for
Water and Environmental
monitoring

CIWEM - A Step to
the future…Water
and Environmental
Management 2050

Building
Information
modelling
awareness day
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Supporting future leaders
Millions of students around the world will be starting or returning
to their studies this month. Many who finished university in the
summer will be entering the world of work at the same time. It is
simultaneously a daunting and exciting time, with every one of their
future accomplishments and challenges laying on the road ahead. I’ve
been wondering what that journey will look like. In what kind of world
will they – all of us – be working in ten, 25 or even 40 years’ time?
Even without the aid of a crystal ball we know the impacts of climate
change, resource threats, water stress, volatile
energy prices and a rapidly rising population will
For the first time, student members
press heavily on society and business. In essence, it
is everything that IEMA’s two Perfect Storm reports
will not be predominantly from those
highlighted so well. We know that every job will
change naturally because of how humans have
studying environment topics. The
altered nature, so it is worth taking a moment to
remember that today’s students and graduates are
‘perfect storm’ challenges have
tomorrow’s leaders. We must support, encourage
led to people from other disciplines
and challenge them.
IEMA will play its part; the organisation has
tuning in to what the profession does
already put in the necessary effort to create a robust,
future-fit membership structure that has wide
relevance and appeal. We took the time to reset the Graduate grade and
make it a professionally recognised membership, one that celebrates
achievement and holds to account those emerging from study. We have
also assembled the IEMA Futures group (p8) to give those at the start
of their career a voice and a platform. And, as we’re about to welcome
a fresh new cohort of student members this autumn, we pledge to stick
with them throughout their careers.
For the first time, that group of new members will not come
predominantly from those studying traditional environment topics.
Because of the shift the ‘perfect storm’ challenges are causing more
people from other disciplines to tune in to what our profession does,
and are putting their foot in the door. That is no bad thing. The article
on the gender gap in the environment and sustainability profession
(pp20–23) highlights how it would benefit from greater diversity.
As an organisation and a profession we are focused on the future. We do
not spend time dwelling on what has gone before; we’re about making the
Tim Balcon,
right impacts now and further down the line. Supporting those who are yet
to make their mark feels like the right thing to do – for all of us.
CEO of IEMA
IEMA is the worldwide alliance of
environment and sustainability professionals,
working to make our businesses and
organisations future-proof. Belonging gives
us the knowledge, connections and authority
to lead collective change, with IEMA’s global
sustainability standards as our benchmark. By
mobilising our expertise we will continue to
challenge norms, drive new kinds of enterprise
and make measurable progress towards
our bold vision: transforming the world to
sustainability.
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World Bank puts a price
on global air pollution

men and women. The report found that
annual losses associated with air pollution
amounted to 0.83% of gross domestic
product (GDP) in South Asia; 0.61% in
sub-Saharan Africa, where air pollution
impairs the earning potential of younger
populations; and 0.25% in East Asia and
the Paciﬁc, where the population is ageing.
Laura Tuck, vice president for
sustainable development at the World
Bank, said that, by translating the cost
of premature deaths into an economic
language that resonates with policymakers,
the study would trigger action and
resources would be devoted to improving
air quality. ‘By supporting healthier
cities and investments in cleaner sources
of energy, we can reduce dangerous
emissions, slow climate change, and most
importantly save lives,’ she said.

CCS vital to UK, says report
MPs have urged the government to
invest in carbon capture and storage
(CCS) as a low-cost way to cut CO2
emissions from heavy industries and
heating. The cross-party parliamentary
advisory group on CCS said such a
programme would also help revive
depressed former industrial regions.
In a report, the MPs concluded that
the technology had the potential to safely
store 15% of UK CO2 emissions by 2030
and up to 40% by 2050. The group said
CCS in industry represented some of the
cheapest available carbon abatement
in the UK economy. Developing a CCS
infrastructure would provide valuable
employment in regions with challenging
economic conditions, it claimed.
The group, headed by former Shell
chair Lord Oxbury, said current CCS

Carbon pricing boom
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About 90% of the population in low and
middle income countries are exposed to
dangerous levels of ambient air pollution,
which in 2013 cost the global economy
about $225bn in lost labour income,
according to a new report.
The Cost of Air Pollution: Strengthening
the Economic Case for Action, a joint study
by the World Bank and the Institute for
Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME),
concluded that air pollution was the
fourth leading risk factor worldwide for
premature deaths. It estimated that in
2013 5.5 million lives were lost to diseases
associated with outdoor and household air
pollution, causing human suffering and
reducing economic development.
According to the study, deaths related
to ambient air pollution have increased
in heavily populated, fast-urbanising
regions, while deaths related to cooking
and heating homes with solid fuels had
remained constant despite development
gains and improvements in health
services. Diseases attributed to both types
of air pollution caused one in ten deaths in
2013, or more than six times the number
of deaths caused by malaria.
Although pollution-related deaths
strike mainly young children and the
elderly, premature deaths also result
in lost labour income for working-age

Short cuts

technology and its supply chain were ﬁt
for purpose. ‘There is no reason to wait for
international projects or for technological
progress in either the components or
overall system of CCS,’ says the report.
It advocates the creation of CCS hubs,
with infrastructure concentrated at major
industrial coastal locations. These, it says,
tend to be where energy infrastructure is
located and would provide easy access to
offshore storage sites, such as spent oil ﬁelds.
‘The ability to access multiple sources of CO2
reduces cost and increases resilience at such
hubs over time, so too does the ability to
access multiple sinks,’ the report states.
Under the proposals, industrial
emitters would be given incentives to
collect their CO2 and pay a delivery
company to receive it from them under
capture contracts.
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More than 1,200 companies have put
a price on their carbon emissions or
have plans to do so soon, according
to the CDP. Of 5,759 companies
responding to the CDP’s request for
information, 517 already use internal
carbon pricing as an accounting or
risk management tool, up 19% on
last year. A further 732 firms said
they were planning to introduce an
internal carbon price within two
years, up 26%. Globally, the largest
proportion of companies adopting a
price on carbon are in the utility and
energy sectors, with 63% and 52%
respectively. This compares with the
telecommunication (40%), materials
(35%) and financial (31%) sectors.
Thirty-seven companies said their
use of internal carbon pricing had a
tangible impact on business decisions,
including investment in energy
efficiency measures and low-carbon
initiatives, and the development of
low-carbon products. However, just
30% of companies disclosed the price
they were using.

Offsetting survey
A survey to investigate the drivers
behind corporate engagement
in voluntary carbon offsetting
and climate change mitigation
strategies has been launched by the
International Carbon Reduction
& Offset Alliance in collaboration
with Imperial College London and
the UNFCCC. Questions focus on:
benefits businesses have enjoyed
from participating in carbon offset
programmes; reasons for not
offsetting; preferred carbon credit
features, such as project type, location
and benefits; and new features
offsetters would like to be included
in programmes. Participants are
also asked to supply information on
the role of voluntary carbon offset
programmes in their company’s
overall climate strategy. Responses
will be anonymous and analysed
by researchers at Imperial College
London. Only aggregated or average
results will be used in the final report,
which is expected to be published
early next year. The survey is available
at bit.ly/2cXApE7.
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Businessplans
A 2 MW combined heat and power
plant at Gillette’s factory in Berlin
will reduce CO2 emissions by about
2,600 tonnes a year. The plant is
being built by E.ON Connecting
Energies and will provide the
manufacturing site with heat, power
and cooling. E.ON said the plant
would help to reduce overall power
consumption because absorption
cooling will decrease the site’s annual
power demand by around 2.5 GWh.
The plant, which will be operating
by the end of the year, will also cut
public water consumption for cooling
processes by 86%.
Cummins has launched a supplier
programme to help to improve the
engine manufacturer’s environmental
impact and reduce its carbon footprint.
Called the Environmental Innovation
Gateway, it will support suppliers
to develop innovative goods and
services that can assist Cummins’ UK
facilities in trying to surpass their
environmental goals. Cummins has set
global targets for 2020 to cut annual
emissions by 3.5 million tonnes and
direct water use by 33%.
The US Ball Corporation,
which earlier this year acquired UK
packaging firm Rexam, has reported
that it has reduced the carbon
footprint of its most common beverage
can formats – such as the 330 ml size
used for most soft drinks and beer – by
10% since 2010. The company said it
was on course to meet its global
Cut/4 CArboN target of 25% by 2020.
Tetra Pak’s latest sustainability
report reveals that the carton
company reduced emissions by 15% in
2015, while the number of packages
sold increased by 16%. All the
paperboard used in its products came
from FSC-controlled wood sources.
Since 2011, Tetra Pak has produced
6.4 million caps for cartons from biobased plastic and 43 billion cartons
were recycled in 2015.
Electrolux Group has announced
social investments in food and
related sustainability issues as part
of its support for the UN sustainable
development goals. It is setting up the
Electrolux Food Foundation, which will
invest 10m Swedish krona in projects
to address issue such as hunger, poor
nutrition and food waste.

Universities failing CO2 test
Universities are likely to miss their
target to cut emissions by 43% by 2020,
according to latest data.
Although English universities improved
their performance from 2014 to 2015
compared with the previous year, they
have achieved an average cut of only 10%
against the 2005 baseline, the data from
sustainability consultancy Brite Green
revealed. Based on this rate of progress,
Brite Green expects reductions to reach
only 15% by 2020.
There is a large gap between the best
and worst performers, with London’s School
of Oriental and African Studies slashing
absolute emissions by almost 55%, while the
University of Chester’s increased by 111%.
Uncertainty over government policy
was cited by 64% of sustainability
managers as one of the biggest challenges
to implementing carbon reduction
measures. Retrofitting older buildings, a
tension between commercial growth and
emissions reductions, and insufficient inhouse resources were cited as challenges
by 57% of managers questioned.
Resource-intensive universities struggled
in particular. The 20 Russell Group
universities in England account for 50% of
total emissions across the sector, but their
reductions represent only 30% of total cuts

© Simon Belcher/REX/Shutterstock
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to date. Many of these institutions, which
are committed to maintaining the very
best research, need to power laboratories
round the clock, the report noted. The
universities of Oxford and Cambridge have
both increased their emissions since 2005,
by between 3% and 5% respectively.
‘There is some good work happening
in these institutions and our sector survey
and interviews have provided some great
examples of innovation, particularly to
address energy performance of labs,’ said
Darren Chadwick, managing partner at
Brite Green. Many universities have taken
a lead from the commercial sector and
started to integrate their sustainability
initiatives into a single strategy that
addresses commercial, academic and
corporate responsibility areas, he noted.

Firms’ materiality scores poorly
Identifying materiality for sustainability
reporting is increasingly important to
businesses but most firms are some
way from perfecting their approach,
according to this year’s Dow Jones
Sustainability Index.
The 2016 survey covers 3,400 global
firms and included materiality as a
standalone criterion for the first time.
Christopher Greenwald, head of research
at Dow Jones, told the environmentalist
that the move was in response to the
Global Reporting Initiative’s increased
emphasis on the issue.
Companies were scored on how well
they had identiﬁed their signiﬁcant
economic, environmental and social
impacts, the strategies they had in place
to address them, and how progress
was measured. Typically, ﬁrms scored
highest on criteria for the systems they
had implemented internally, such as
corporate governance, environmental

policy and management systems,
including establishing commitments
and targets. They performed less well on
implementation. Greenwald expected
ﬁrms to improve performance over time.
‘We want criteria to be reasonable for
businesses, but we want it to be challenging.
We use new criteria to encourage ﬁrms to
develop best practice,’ he said.
He noted a trend among top
performers for measuring the external
impacts of their products and services on
the environment and communities, rather
than just the impact of internal operations.
This year, Cisco Systems, Royal
Dutch Shell and Adobe Systems were
added to the global index. Intel Corp
and British American Tobacco have
been removed, although they remain in
regional indices. Samsung Electronics
has been removed completely. Dow Jones
refused to discuss reasons for companies
being added or deleted.
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Chinese seek UK expertise

of trade with China, EIC executive
director Matthew Farrow said: ‘Brexit
has concentrated minds, there’s a lot of
talk from ministers about maximising
opportunities outside Europe.’
Initially, the Chinese were worried
about the UK’s willingness to do business,
but have been reassured by politicians’
statements that the UK is open, he added.
Neil Parish MP, chair of the House of
Commons environment, food and rural
affairs committee, told a parliamentary
reception held by the EIC that most of the
UK’s environmental standards would be
maintained or strengthened after it left
the EU. However, some might be altered
‘in a more sensible direction’.

CRS risks being an elite sector
The corporate responsibility and
sustainability (CRS) profession is doing
too little to aid social mobility, delegates
at an industry debate were told.
The discussion, hosted by the Institute
for Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainability (ICRS), questioned whether
the sector was becoming too elite. The
institute’s 2016 salary survey revealed
that 93% of professionals have a degree,
and 63% hold a master’s or doctorate
qualiﬁcation. These ﬁgures have steadily
risen since the survey was ﬁrst conducted
in 2007, suggesting that high academic
qualiﬁcations are a prerequisite to entering
the profession, the ICRS said.
Jobs are increasingly based in London,
according to job site Indeed, which found
that between 2013 and 2016, the capital’s
share of CRS roles compared with the
whole of the UK increased by 75%. The
high cost of living in London, coupled with
student debt, may deter those with limited

Insurance use rises
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The vote to leave the EU has focused
environmental businesses on gaining
work in China, the Environmental
Industries Commission (EIC) said.
Last month, the EIC hosted a delegation
of representatives of the Chinese Society
for Environmental Sciences (CSES), a
business and scientific environmental
organisation with close ties to the
government in Beijing. Around 30 of its
business members were part of the visit.
The EIC and CSES signed a
memorandum of understanding in 2013,
which has resulted in exchanges between
businesses and politicians and led to a
number of British companies working
in China. The country is mainly seeking
help to deal with air, water and soil
pollution, all of which China is suffering
as a result of its heavy use of fossil fuels,
according to Wang Zhihua, secretary
general at the CSES. He said China was
keen to find companies with experience of
looking at the combined impacts of these
types of pollution, not just those from a
single source. ‘The UK had an industrial
revolution, the same as we have now, so
we believe that the UK has the capability to
solve complex problems,’ said Zhihua.
The vote to leave the EU has focused
businesses’ minds on the possibilities

Short cuts

ﬁnancial support joining the profession,
the ICRS concluded. The institute’s chair,
Claudine Blamey, said that age, gender and
racial diversity had all been scrutinised
in recent years, but social diversity had
received less attention. She questioned
whether the sector was drawing from
an increasingly small pool of talent. ‘We
now need to consider whether we have
the social diversity to really understand
and tackle some of our biggest social and
environmental challenges,’ she said.
Beth Knight, head of corporate
sustainability at consultancy EY, said
that the ﬁrm’s recruitment policy focused
on candidates being of ‘degree calibre’
rather than whether they had attained
a degree. ‘It’s about assessing aptitude.
They have to be bright and able to think on
their feet,’ she said. Matthew Taylor, chief
executive at the RSA, said people from
disadvantaged backgrounds probably do
not know that the sector exists.
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The number of companies buying
environmental impairment liability
(EIL) cover across Europe has
increased significantly in recent
years, according to insurance
company Marsh. It cited several
factors behind the trend, including
tighter regulation, particularly in the
EU, and improved understanding of
the gaps in conventional insurance
coverage, such as third-party bodily
injury, property damage from gradual
pollution and business interruption.
The average cost of claims has risen
steadily since the Environmental
Liability Directive came into force in
2004, Marsh noted. There has been a
marked increase in the average limit
of indemnity sought, from an average
of €6.9m in 2011 to just under €7.9m
in 2015, with a peak of nearly €8.4m
in 2014. Premiums for operational
risk policies have increased slightly
from around €25,000 in 2011 to
more than €30,000 in 2015, it said,
reflecting higher limits being sought
and wider coverage.

California dreaming
Californian state governor Jerry
Brown has approved legislation
establishing a new ceiling for
emissions in 2030, which is 40%
below 1990 levels and the most
ambitious greenhouse-gas reduction
target in North America. Brown also
committed to reduce petroleum use
in cars and lorries by up to 50% over
the next 15 years; make heating
fuels cleaner; reduce the release of
methane, black carbon and other
potent pollutants by industry; and
better manage farm and rangelands,
forests and wetlands so they can store
carbon. Under the legislation, around
$900m generated by the state’s
cap-and-trade emissions scheme
will be channelled into programmes
to cut greenhouse-gases, support
clean transport and protect natural
ecosystems. ‘While the ultimate goal
of cap-and-trade is to reduce harmful
greenhouse-gas emissions, and not
to generate revenue, wisely investing
the funds can help meet California’s
emission reduction goals,’ said state
assembly speaker Anthony Rendon.
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WSP|Parsons Brinckerhoff has called for
the public and private sector to do more
to protect the UK’s biodiversity.
In a report, the consultancy advocates
the concept of biodiversity net gain,
under which any damages to wildlife
caused by human activity can be
balanced with an equivalent gain.
It says achieving this balance
entails developments avoiding,
minimising or restoring damage. When
these options are not possible, offsite
offsetting should be practised, whereby
new biodiversity needs are created in
another location. The effect will be a
positive or ‘net gain’ for the environment
from the development.
WSP|Parsons Brinckerhoff surveyed
200 environmental professionals for
the study, including NGOs, contractors,
consultants, local planning authorities,
academics and national government
bodies. It found that 40% had used
a biodiversity net gain approach. By
contrast, 29% had used biodiversity

offsetting, a ﬁgure
which suggests the
method is considered
a last resort, said the
consultancy, even if
it is being deployed
correctly. Overall,
52% of those polled
felt biodiversity
offsetting would
be helpful or very
helpful in achieving
biodiversity net gain.
‘Developments including
infrastructure projects can enhance
rather than endanger biodiversity. Net
gain is growing in the UK, which has
committed to reverse biodiversity loss by
2020, but we are behind other nations
including Australia, Germany and the
US,’ said technical director for ecology
Mark Webb. He suggested the UK could
catch up by making biodiversity net gain
an obligatory part of the National Planning
Policy Framework.

© Global Warming/REX/Shutterstock

Biodiversity net gain the way forward

The report also recommends
incorporating the concept into Defra’s
forthcoming 25-year plan; developing
consistent understanding of it at a local
level; and revising existing guidance by
tightening the offsetting metric used to
measure the gain, while maintaining
its simplicity. ‘The key challenge in
the UK is to raise awareness, improve
understanding of the approach across
the public and private sector, and ensure
a level playing ﬁeld for regulation
application locally,’ Webb said.

From environmentalistonline.com…

RE target fail Flood review Drought risk
The UK will fail to achieve its 2020 target
to provide 15% of its energy needs from
renewable sources unless it changes
course, MPs on the Energy and Climate
Change Committee have warned. The
overall goal includes sub-targets for
electricity, heating and transport. The
committee found that the government
was three-quarters of the way towards
the one for electricity (30%), and is
expected to exceed it by 2020. However,
it was not yet halfway towards its
renewable heat target (12%), while
renewables used in transport fell last
year. The target for transport is 10%,
but the MPs noted that between 2014
and 2015 the proportion of renewable
energy used in the sector declined from
4.93% to 4.23%. The MPs expressed
concern that leaving the EU may put
the renewable energy targets at risk,
and they called on the government to
recommit those for 2020 or set new ones
to support long-term decarbonisation.
bit.ly/2cjqB8B

The Committee on Climate Change
(CCC) has voiced concern over the
government’s National Flood Resilience
Review for failing to provide a long-term
risk strategy. The review outlines how
the government will spend £12.5m on
temporary flood protection measures,
including flood barriers and mobile
water pumps. Flood defence minister
Thérèse Coffey said more than 40 km
of additional temporary flood defences
would be made available across
England. Improved rain and flood
modelling, and closer links between
the Met Office and the Environment
Agency were also announced, while
utility companies pledged to do more
to protect infrastructure, including
phone networks and water treatment
works. The CCC welcomed the plans to
address vulnerable infrastructure sites,
but said the review ignored the risks
posed by flooding from heavy rain that
overwhelmed sewers.
bit.ly/2cOTkBF

Droughts are predicted to be longer and
more frequent and acute than previously
thought, according to analysis by the
water industry and climate experts.
The assessment looked at the combined
impact on water supplies in England and
Wales of climate change, population
and economic growth, and reductions in
water abstraction to protect the aquatic
environment. It concluded that the
south and east of England faced a higher
risk of severe drought in the future,
while English regions in the north and
west would also suffer more water
shortages. The economic cost of failing
to act to prevent drought could be up
to £1.3bn a day during the most severe
conditions modelled in the report. By
contrast, improving drought resilience
was estimated to cost each household
around £4 a year. Companies’ resilience
to drought is a matter of public interest
since public water supply takes
precedence, it noted.
bit.ly/2cts5Mh
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IEMA news

IEMA member views on Brexit quoted in
House of Commons report
IEMA members’ perspectives on how
the UK’s air quality could be affected
by the electorate’s decision to leave the
EU have been included in a House of
Commons report on Brexit.
Published at the end of August,
the HoC library briefing paper, Brexit:
impact across policy areas
(bit.ly/2bnSp8G), looks at how the UK
is likely to be affected by the break from
the EU once article 50 is triggered. As
well as the environment, the report
covers the effect on policy in areas such
as trade, taxation, transport, defence,
human rights, foreign affairs, and
energy and climate change.
Views expressed by members in
the series of pre-referendum surveys
carried out by the institute were

included in the environment section,
making IEMA the only professional body
referenced in the document.
The reference states: ‘The Institute
of Environmental Management and
Assessment has reported that a poll of
their members prior to the referendum
showed that: half of environment and
sustainability professionals believe that
legal standards for UK air quality would
be reduced if the UK were to leave the
EU. [Some] 88% of respondents think
that an EU policy approach is needed to
complement and support national level
policies in addressing air pollution.’
IEMA has reported that the views
collected through the member surveys
have so far been included in 212 media
articles since May.

IEMAfutures

© c.Everett Collection/REX/Shutterstock

Diversity is the key to a sustainable future
Here is a selection of recent headlines
from the media: ‘Government likely to
miss 2020 renewable energy targets’;
‘A new type of politics could help
prevent climate disaster’; ‘Soaring
ocean temperatures is the greatest
hidden challenge of our generation’;
‘Can visual art affect viewer perceptions
of climate change?’
What are they all telling us? Yes,
anthropogenic climate change is casting
some ominous shadows on the horizon,
and, as yet, humans have not been reacting
fast enough. Alarm and dire
warnings usually accompany
stories about climate change,
but the truth is many such
messages fail to inspire people
to take action or change their
behaviour. What is inspiring
is that, when you look at these
headlines as a whole, you see
that the bigger picture lies in
how climate change brings
us together because it affects
everyone. These headlines are
a call to arms – from politicians,
policymakers, scientists and
psychologists, to ecologists,
marine biologists, economists,
mathematicians, artists,
educators and journalists.

People from all walks of life
should not see this as a time of
environmental calamity, but one
of opportunity, innovation and
collaboration. This is a time when we are
challenged to reimagine our world and
find ways to make it work anew; to find
different ways to communicate complex
information and to challenge cultural
and behavioural norms. Artists such as
Nathalie Miebach are already doing this.
Using weather data from massive storms,
Miebach creates woven sculptures to

visually communicate the
changing forces of nature. Her sculptures
and the award-winning documentary
Chasing Ice (pictured) succeed in visually
connecting the reality and narrative of
climate change with the abstract data that
surrounds it.
Finding creative ways of
communicating why we should care about
climate change is integral to successfully
creating a sustainable future.
For those of us at the start of our
sustainability careers, we feel the future
of the sustainability profession
lies in skills diversification
– using thought leadership
and creative communications
to build understanding and
stimulate change. The IEMA
skills map is the perfect
prompt for practitioners to
think about where they can
expand their professional
sustainability skills. But it
must stop there. We can
transform the world to
sustainability only if we
embrace our diversity, be
creative and do it together.
Natasha Yorke-Edgell
@IEMAfutures on Twitter
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Survey results will shape future delivery
A survey to find out how members use,
promote and value their membership
closed at the end of September, and IEMA
is set to share the results next month.
The aim of the poll was to find out
which benefits, features, services, tools,
publications and opportunities members
really use and value. Launched on
13 September, all members were invited to:
rate the value of their membership;
explain how it supports their career;
set out which member services and
benefits they use; and
specify which policy areas and research
they would like IEMA to be involved in.
Members were also asked for feedback on
IEMA’s new look, the format and frequency
of the environmentalist, and range of
opportunities provided to learn and

network. The survey came two months
after the new membership structure,
rebrand and website were introduced,
and one month after the new benefits
map was revealed. It provided members
with an opportunity to air their opinions
on the revised structure and the impact
of the updated IEMA brand.

Chief executive Tim Balcon said the
results of the survey would inform IEMA’s
three-year plan for development and
delivery, which is being finalised. ‘We’ve
made some big changes this year and,
while we wanted to give it time for them
to bed in, we didn’t want to wait too long
before we asked members what they
value, want and need in this new age of
IEMA,’ he said.
‘We’re analysing the data now and
very soon we’ll have a very clear, memberpainted picture of what we need to do
more of and which areas we need to
strengthen over the next three years.’
A full overview of the results
will be published online at iema.net
and reported in the November issue
of the environmentalist.

Finding out what members want from the Brexit negotiations
IEMA has started engaging with
members on the key issues and
potential implications of Brexit for
environment and sustainability.
Through webinars and workshops,
IEMA will gather views to help shape
the future the profession wants.
Early discussions have focused on:
The key principles required to
frame the best outcome from an
environment and sustainability
perspective.
How these principles can best
be safeguarded?
What key policies and regulations to
retain, amend or remove.
How to use Brexit to support the
transition to a low-carbon, resource
efficient and sustainable economy?

Initial feedback includes the
importance of maintaining the
precautionary principle and the
polluter-pays principle, which are both
enshrined in EU law. Many members
also favour establishing a principle of
no diminution of the environmental
outcomes or protections that are
now safeguarded – although there is
recognition this could be achieved
through other means.
The government has indicated that
it intends to replace the Human Rights
Act with a British Bill of Rights. In
considering how best to enshrine key
environmental principles into UK law,
one option that has been discussed is to
include rights to clean air and water, for
example, in this.
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Although negotiations
over the UK’s exit from the EU are likely
to take some time, opportunities to set
out a longer-term direction in terms
of environmental outcomes are likely
to present themselves much sooner.
How the UK will meet the fifth carbon
budget, the 25-year environment plan
for England, and the UK’s industrial
strategy are opportunities to articulate
a positive vision. IEMA will engage with
members to develop the profession’s
view, not least because it will be the
touchstone against which the policy and
regulatory framework for leaving the EU
needs to deliver.
Martin Baxterr is chief policy advisor at IEMA;
@martinbaxter on Twitter

EIA news
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The High Court has dismissed a challenge
to the planning permission granted for
a proposed cruise liner terminal on the
River Thames in south-east London.
The claimant had sought to quash the
permission granted last year by the Royal
Borough of Greenwich for the terminal at
Enderby wharf on several grounds relating
to air quality. Consent had been granted
in 2012 but went unchallenged. However,
in March 2015 the developers submitted
a revised proposal, including replacing a
planned hotel with residential buildings
and an 81% increase in the size of a the
terminal building. The claimant objected
to the new plans, alleging that, in granting
permission, the council had failed to
consider properly the impact on air quality.
Permission for a judicial review was
refused on paper but granted after an
oral hearing. It was limited to ‘that the
defendant’s decision was (arguably)
unlawful by the failure to require, or take
into account the need for, an assessment of
the total cumulative and combined effects
on air quality that included the effects of
the ship emissions’.
Justice Collins reviewed air quality
reports and statements submitted
with the planning application and was
satisfied that the earlier decision was not
unlawful. He added that, even if an error
had been found and he had exercised his
discretion, he would have still refused

© REX/Shutterstock

Judicial review dismisses challenge to
liner terminal

relief and would not have quashed the
planning decision. He referred in his
decision to the environmental statement,
which noted: ‘Predictions of NO2, PM10
and PM2.5 concentrations at existing
receptors in the vicinity of the proposed
development and local road network
have shown that there would be low
and very low changes in pollutant
concentrations between “Without
Development” and “With Development”
scenarios. The impact of the additional
emissions from road sources at Enderby
wharf during operation of the proposed
development to sensitive receptors is
therefore considered to be negligible.’
Danny Thorpe, deputy leader of the
council and cabinet member for regeneration
and sustainability, welcomed the ruling

and pointed out that permission for the
revised plans had been endorsed by Boris
Johnson when mayor of London: ‘At the
time of the planning decision in 2015, the
mayor’s office confirmed that it was satisfied
with measures put in place by the council
to ensure robust monitoring of air quality
associated with the development, with
nearly £500,000 being committed towards
monitoring and improving air quality.’
Before granting consent, the council
had asked for more information on the
potential environmental impacts and
ordered the EIA to consider several issues
not included in the scoping report. In
a letter to planning consultancy bptw
partnership, the council listed these as
site layout and design, noise, air quality,
lighting, transport and access.

Impact assessment network update by Rufus Howard
In a previous column, I discussed plans
for the development of an industry
evidence programme (IEP), which
would bring together knowledge and
practice on impact assessment in
specific sectors. The aim is to make
environmental impact assessment (EIA)
more concise, accessible and transparent
by adopting risk-based, proportionate
and evidence-based practice.
I can now confirm that, after the
workshop session held at the IEMA
Proportionate EIA conference on
29 April, a pilot project to demonstrate
the IEP concept has started. It is based
on offshore wind and will develop an
industry evidence base (IEB) for the
sector that, if successful, can be used to
develop IEBs more widely.

The project is a collaborative
undertaking with an initial steering group
comprised of IEMA, Natural England, The
Crown Estate, the Marine Management
Organisation, Marine Scotland and
Natural Resources Wales. Others are
being approached to join the group.
A panel of leading impact assessment
academics from the universities of East
Anglia, Kent, Liverpool, Oxford Brookes
and Strathclyde has also been assembled.
IEBs have been conceived in
response to concerns among
practitioners, consenting authorities,
developers and stakeholders about the
scale and effectiveness of EIA.
The project seeks to:
focus EIA on significant
environmental topics;
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provide a central hub
for good practice
and guidance
on mitigation,
monitoring and conditions;
establish knowledge gaps for
targeted further research; and
provide a robust evidence base
to support decisions that lead to
proportionate impact assessment.
As the project gathers momentum,
I will be seeking further input from
IEMA members, in particular from
practitioners in the impact assessment
network. This will be through workshops,
stakeholder events and surveys. Join the
mailing list to receive frequent updates
by contacting ia@iema.net.
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Political insight

Robin Walker will be responsible
for environment matters in the new
Department for Exiting the European
Union (DEEU). The MP for Worcester told
the House of Commons Environmental
Audit Committee that he had volunteered
for the role because ‘it is something that is
hugely important we get right’.
Walker was giving evidence to the
committee alongside Defra minister
Thérèse Coffey as part of its investigation
into the possible effects of Brexit on
environment policy and legislation. He
said the aim of the DEEU in relation to the
environment was to build on what had
been established by the UK’s membership
of the bloc and to maintain the country’s
role as a world leader on environmental
protection. ‘It’s important we continue
on the course, which I think the UK was
on before it joined the EU, of being one
of the leading countries when it comes to
environmental legislation.’
Coffey, MP for Suffolk Coastal, said
the government would meet its general
election manifesto pledge to leave the
environment in a better state than it
found it: ‘I wouldn’t want anyone to be
under the illusion that, just because we
are leaving the EU, that has changed
our environmental ambitions.’ Defra
would publish soon its 25-year plan to
to improve the state of the UK’s natural
environment, she promised.
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MPs outline role of environment in Brexit talks

The two ministers also said that
the government would engage fully in
developing EU environment policy until
the UK leaves. ‘While we are part of the
EU we will play a full and active role. We
are not stepping away from the table,’ said
Coffey. Walker reported that engagement
with other member states on developing
policy was continuing.
Responding to a question from
committee chair and Labour MP Mary
Creagh on why the environment was not
considered a separate matter in the new
department, Walker said it was a crosscutting issue that affected a number of
policy areas, such as ‘market access’ and
‘trade and partnerships’.
According to Walker, a number of
Defra officials had been seconded to DEEU
to help the department to support the

prime minister in negotiating the UK’s
exit. Creagh asked Coffey whether Defra,
which is facing budget cuts of 15% over the
next few years and had already lost 900
employees, had enough resources to both
work on Brexit and deliver its departmental
responsibilities. ‘I am led to believe we have
the right balance,’ Coffey said.
The Defra minister declined to give
an assurance that the UK would maintain
EU air quality standards after Brexit,
saying that the government was taking
action to set up clean air zones in five UK
cities to reduce pollution and comply with
existing rules. ‘Our air quality is better
than it has been – that doesn’t mean it is
the best in the world but we will continue
to strive to develop it, but a lot of that has
to be driven locally,’
she said.

Making sure the UK’s exit from the EU works for our environment
I worked closely with the
Environmentalists for Europe group
in the run-up to the EU referendum
to highlight the close ties with the
continent in terms of the environment,
sharing a framework of legislation
governing air, water and habitats.
However, I was clear that, should the
UK vote to leave, we should grasp the
opportunity to shape our environment
and farming system to better suit our
particular circumstances.
In the new Brexit world this is my
priority and I have teamed up with the
Conservative Environment Network (CEN)
to put the environment on the agenda.
I was delighted that 36 parliamentary
colleagues supported the CEN letter
bringing this to the attention of the
prime minister. I have also made my own
representations to her, in particular calling

for the reaffirming of the general election
manifesto commitment to create a Blue
Belt of protected waters around the UK’s
overseas territories and uphold existing
environmental standards in EU directives.
Although the findings of the recent
State of Nature report were shocking in
terms of the continued deterioration of
our natural environment, I fully support
the view of Lord Attenborough that
repatriation of the common agricultural
and fisheries policies is an opportunity to
reform legislation to match our own part
of the world. I urge environmentalists to
work closely with farmers on this.
I am heartened by new Defra
secretary Andrea Leadsom’s response
to Attenborough. ‘As environment
secretary it is my vision to be the first
generation to leave an environment
better than we found it,’ she said. Given

the long tradition the
Conservatives have for
environmental protection I am positive
we can work towards this and I shall be
doing my bit to bring this about. Success
to date includes creating the reforming
Department of the Environment
in 1970, delivering the landmark
Clean Air Act in 1956, the Wildlife
and Countryside Act in 1981 and
publishing the UK’s first comprehensive
environmental strategy, This Common
Inheritance, in 1990.
It is essential we have an environment
that works for everyone, that delivers
public goods whether it be clean air, clean
water, flood resilience, recreational areas
and, importantly, food, and we must
protect our most precious natural world.
Rebecca Pow MP for Taunton Deane.
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In court
Sewer block leaves Yorkshire Water with £380,000 bill
Polluting a Harrogate watercourse with untreated and unscreened sewage has
cost Yorkshire Water £380,000.
Bradford Crown Court fined the utility operator £350,000 and ordered it to pay
costs of £30,000 for allowing sewage to flow into Rud Beck at Sherwood Drive,
Harrogate, in April 2013. The Environment Agency said the pollution had had a
significant impact on the watercourse and the River Crimple, into which the beck
runs. Richard Bradley, prosecuting for the agency, told the court that toilet rolls and
rags could be seen, and the water downstream was a cloudy, yellow-grey colour and
smelt strongly of sewage. Samples showed high levels of ammonia and low levels of
dissolved oxygen. Yorkshire Water reported a sewer blockage to the agency on
15 April. Investigations revealed that the discharge began three days earlier but the
company had been slow to respond because a telemetry alarm system, used to alert
it to discharges, had been malfunctioning since 15 March and not been reset after a
previous alarm on 16 March.
‘Untreated sewage entered the beck for 87 hours, causing significant pollution
affecting over 5km of Rud Beck and the Crimple,’ said a spokesperson for the agency.
‘The impact would have been significantly less if the telemetry had been working
properly or if Yorkshire Water had responded sooner.’
In mitigation, the firm, which pleaded guilty to the offence, said the telemetry
system had been upgraded in May 2013 and that since the incident it had introduced a
clear escalation procedure for responding to apparent anomalies.
In April, Leeds Crown Court fined Yorkshire Water a record £1.1m for illegally
discharging sewage that polluted the River Ouse near York.

Cost of permit breach more than £57k
Failure to meet permit conditions for a
water treatment works in Kent has cost
Southern Water more than £57,000.
The company has an environmental
permit to discharge treated effluent
from the Tunbridge Wells North works
to the Somerhill Stream. However, an
investigation by the Environment Agency
found bio-chemical oxygen demand
(BOD) in the effluent had surpassed the
maximum allowance on five occasions
between July 2013 and July 2014.
Southern Water pleaded guilty
to charges under the Environmental
Permitting Regulations 2010. It was fined
£24,000 and agreed to pay costs of £33,218.
In mitigation, the firm said it had spent
£360,000 upgrading the site and a further
£6m investment was planned.
David Willis, environment manager at
the agency, said the regulator welcomed
the commitment to improve the treatment
works, but added: ‘We take these incidents
very seriously and do everything within
our powers to safeguard the environment
and people that may be affected. We
expect companies to take all necessary
actions to comply with permits.’

Civil sanctions for packaging offences
The Environment Agency imposed civil
sanctions in 18 cases between 1 January
and 31 July. Most related to a breach of
the producer responsibility obligations for
packaging. The sanctions include:
Bahlsen Management – £20,000 to the
Woodland Trust and £19,800 to the
Herts and Middlesex Wildlife Trust;
Cobell – £33,723 to the Woodland Trust;
Gonzalez Byass – £120,000 to the
Woodland Trust;
Hameln Pharmaceuticals – £35,000 to
the Friends of Westonbirt Arboretum;
Lamberts Healthcare – £10,000 split
between the Sussex Wildlife Trust and
Kent Wildlife Trust;
Lyme Bay Cider – £11,567 to the
British Beekeepers Association;
Paperchase – £19,018 to the
Woodland Trust;
Probiotics International – £12,331 to
Carrymoor Environmental Trust;
Syncreon Technology UK –
£6,095 to the Wildlife Trust for
Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and
Northamptonshire; and
Trelleborg Holdings UK – £10,619 to
the Freshwater Habitats Trust.
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Case law
Failure to apply special
circumstances test
In R (Lensbury) v Richmond upon
Thames LBC, the Court of Appeal
quashed planning permission for a
hydroelectric facility because the
local authority had failed to comply
with its duty under s 38(6) of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004 to make a determination in
accordance with relevant policies.
The policy in question was 7.7 of
the London Plan, which stipulates
that metropolitan open land (MOL)
is protected by refusing inappropriate
development, except in very special
circumstances. Although the policy
provisions make no reference to the
National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), the supporting commentary
states that paras 79–92 of the NPPF
apply to MOL. These include the very
special circumstances test in para 87.
The planning application did not
consider whether the development was
appropriate or whether very special
circumstances existed. It was assumed
that the NPPF was not relevant.
Consideration of the appropriateness
was noted in the planning officer’s
report, but the assessment was made
in accordance with the authority’s
Development Management Plan
(DMP), which contained a broader
definition of ‘appropriate development’
than in the NPPF.
The court found that the local
authority had failed to appreciate
that the planning application was for
development that was inappropriate in
the context of MOL and had therefore
failed to ask itself the critical question
of whether very special circumstances
existed, which justified the granting of
planning permission. The assessment
of appropriateness in the report was
in substance an assessment under the
DMP rather than policy 7.7.
Miranda Edwards
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Legal brief

New regulations
In force

Subject

Details

1 Aug
g 2016

Energy

The Renewable Heat Incentive Scheme (Amendment) Regulations 2016 amend
the 2011 regulations by introducing a minimum 20% power-efficiency threshold
requirement for new solid biomass combined heat and power (CHP) installations.
If the power efficiency is lower than 20%, a proportion of the heat will receive
the higher solid biomass tariff, and the remainder a lower amount that applies to
standard heat only (non-CHP) biomass plant of the same capacity.
bit.ly/2aY2sVF

2 Aug
g 2016

Biodiversity

EU Regulation 2016/1141 introduces the first list of invasive alien species subject
to rules on the prevention, control and eradication under Regulation 1143/2015.
The list contains 39 species, including the Asian hornet, two species of hogweed
and the racoon.
bit.ly/2aG63UL

2 Aug
g 2016

Hazardous
substances

EU Regulation 2016/1143 authorises the use of titanium dioxide and its use in a
nano-structured form in some cosmetic products at specific concentrations, as long
as conditions are met.
bit.ly/2b87a0b

5 Aug
g 2015

Ecolabelling

EU Decision 2016/1349 revises ecological criteria for footwear. A qualifying
product that satisfies the criteria may be awarded the EU Ecolabel. The criteria
apply for six years from 5 August 2016. Existing licences for footwear are valid
until 5 August 2017.
bit.ly/2aRe0pT

9/26 Aug 2016 Environmental
protection

EU Decision 2016/1362 recognises the Roundtable on Sustainable Biomaterials
[EU Red] as a scheme to demonstrate the sustainability of biofuels. Approval is valid
for five years from 9 August 2016. Decision 2016/1433 recognises the Biomass
Biofuel Sustainability Voluntary Scheme as one to demonstrate the sustainability of
biofuels. Approval is valid for five years from 26 August 2016.
bit.ly/2cokPQi; bit.ly/2cGhAoe

22 Aug 2016

Pollution

The Pollution Prevention and Control (Industrial Emissions) (Amendment)
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2016 update standards for petrol station vapour
recovery equipment under the 2013 regulations.
bit.ly/2cl9nHv

1 Sept
p 2016

Energy

The Assessment of Energy Performance of Non-domestic Buildings (Scotland)
Regulations 2016 require owners of non-domestic buildings or building units with
an area of more than 1,000 sqm to identify and address energy and greenhouse-gas
performance improvements when sold or leased. Improvements must be delivered
within 42 months of the assessment unless a display energy certificate is prepared.
bit.ly/1QD6NGX

1 Sept
p 2016

Ecolabelling

The Ecodesign for Energy-Related Products and Energy Information (Amendment)
Regulations 2016 amend previous legislation and include eco-design requirements
for two more product types: professional refrigerated storage cabinets, blast cabinets,
condensing units or process chillers; and local space heaters. They also apply energylabelling requirements to three more product types: professional refrigerated storage
cabinets; solid fuel boilers; and local space heaters.
bit.ly/2cPMLhu

1 Oct 2016

Planning

The Housing and Planning Act 2016 (Commencement No.2, Transitional Provisions
and Savings) Regulations 2016 brings into force s 171 on sustainable drainage. It
requires the secretary of state to review planning legislation, government planning
policy and local planning policies on sustainable drainage in relation to land
development in England.
bit.ly/2c98ZvW

This legislative update has been provided by Waterman’s Legal Register available at legalregister.co.uk
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Latest consultations
14 Oct 2016
Standard rules for waste

20 Oct 2016
Ultra-low emission vehicles

A consultation on proposed
changes to a number of waste
standard rules sets issued under the
Environmental Permitting (England and
Wales) Regulations 2010 has been issued
by Natural Resources Wales. Rule sets
covered include new fire prevention
requirements and changes to permit
conditions so that a broader range of
materials and activities can be
undertaken with a single permit. The
regulator has also reviewed the deposit
for recovery permits to reduce the risk of
pollution from these activities.
bit.ly/2cil2ok

In the 2016 budget, the
chancellor announced that the
government would consult on reforming
governm
the bands for ultra-low emission vehicles
(ULEVs) in the company car tax system
to refocus incentives on the cleanest cars
that use the latest technologies.
Company car tax rates and bands,
including for ULEVs, are already set for
until 2019–20. The Treasury is now
consulting on the design of bands for
ULEVs from 2020–21. Although it
welcomes views on specific tax bands
and rates, the Treasury says the
consultation is focused mainly on the
general approach of how company car
tax should be levied for ULEVs into the
2020s.
bit.ly/2bQ4h5a

19 Oct 2016
Neighbourhood
g
plans
The communities and local
government department (DCLG)
is consul
consulting on implementing some of the
provisions in the Neighbourhood Planning
Bill. The proposals are for regulations to
cover: the detailed procedures for
modifying neighbourhood plans and
orders; the examination of a
neighbourhood plan proposal if an area
has been modified and a neighbourhood
plan has already been made; and a
requirement for local planning authorities
to review their statements of community
involvement at regularly. The Bill
completed its first reading on 7 September.
bit.ly/2ck18uz

2 Nov 2016
Planning conditions
DCLG is consulting on another
element of the Neighbourhood
Planning Bill (left). This concerns planning
conditions, specifically their inappropriate
use. It wants to prohibit the use of
conditions that do not meet the tests in the
National Planning Policy Framework.
According to the department, unnecessary
and unreasonable planning conditions can
prevent development starting until the
local authority has approved details. It says
the measures will not change the way

conditions can be used to maintain existing
protections for heritage, the natural
environment, green spaces, and the
mitigation of flooding.
bit.ly/2c3jUEa

9 Nov 2016
Scottish forests
A
Although
Scottish ministers
determine strategy and policy
for forestry
fores
in Scotland, the
management of forestry has remained
with the Forestry Commission (a UK
non-ministerial department) since
devolution. The Scottish government is
now consulting on plans to make
ministers directly accountable.
bit.ly/2cpxLsC

28 Nov 2016
Monetary penalties
T Scottish Environment
The
Protection Agency (Sepa) is
consulting on how to determine the amount
consultin
of a variable monetary penalty (VMP). The
enforcement measure was made available
to the agency under the Regulatory Reform
(Scotland) Act 2014 and can be used to levy
fines of up to £40,000 for some
environmental offences. Under the plans,
the financial benefit gained by an offender
will be added to a penalty and based on: the
severity of impacts; the behaviour of the
offender; and the context of the offence.
VMPs will be introduced in 2017.
bit.ly/2clmqZJ

New guidance
Flood
assessment

National planning policy requires proposals for development in areas of high flood risk to be accompanied by
an assessment of flooding consequences (FCA). This has to take into account the effects of climate change. The
Welsh government has published guidance (bit.ly/2cSQzkY) on the climate change allowances that should be
used in FCAs submitted in support of planning applications from 1 December 2016. It says the allowances have
been developed using the latest information on climate change projections and different scenarios of carbon
dioxide emissions to the atmosphere.

Quality
protocols

The Environment Agency has revised its guidance (bit.ly/2cedGI5) on the rules governing quality protocols
(QP). It covers six areas: assessing material to determine whether it is waste; waste management control rules;
non-waste product rules; imports and exports; updating a QP; and contacting environmental regulators – the
agency, Natural Resources Wales and the Northern Ireland Environment Agency.

Environmental Two guides on the verification of environmental technologies have been published by the European
Commission’s Joint Research Centre. The first (bit.ly/2cGErQv) covers the General Verification Protocol (GVP)
technology
and it comprises three sections: environmental technology verification (ETV); verification procedures; and
quality management. The other document is titled Guidelines on Assessing the Environmental Added
Value of an Environmental Technology in a Lifecycle Perspective at the Proposal Stage (bit.ly/2cQjfYN).
October 2016 environmentalistonline.com
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Management

Contracting mistakes
Over the past year, at least four companies have
received hefty fines after contractors made errors.
How can others manage their contractors
contracto to avoid
such problems? Alex Marshall reportss
n June, United Utilities was fined £600,000 for an
incident that left a 1.7 km stretch of a brook near
Bolton in Greater Manchester almost devoid of
life. With the media attention that followed, the
size of the fine was hard to miss.
But one thing could have been missed by anyone
reading that coverage: the fact United Utilities was not
behind the incident. Instead, the blame lay with one
of its contractors, KMI+, a joint venture between four
companies – Kier Infrastructure and Overseas,
J Murphy & Sons, Interserve and Mouchel.
The pollution occurred when KMI+ staff were
removing sodium hypochlorite – the main component
of bleach – from a tank at a water treatment works.
Rather than pump out the final 300 litres of the
chemical, they decided to dilute it with water, letting
it overflow into a bunded area overnight. But neither
KMI+ nor United Utilities knew there were faults in
the drainage system and the chemical seeped into the
brook, destroying a trout spawning ground and killing
more than 900 fish.
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Leading by example
That case is only the most recent example of a firm
being prosecuted due to a contractor’s error. In March,
Molson Coors Brewery was fined £100,000 after a
contractor failed to seal a drain, causing a tributary
of the Thames in Hampshire to be polluted. And in
September 2015 the Spirit Pub Company was fined
£150,000 for a pollution inci
incident due to maintenance
failures by a contractor at a ssewage plant on Teesside.
Contractors have always made these types of
mistakes. However, in 2014 the Sentencing Council
revised its guidelines for envvironmental offences,
significantly upping fines and relating their
size to an operator’s turnover. As a result, a
contractor’s erro
or can now have immense
financial conssequences.
The string of court
ccases since the revisions
ccame into force on 1 July
20
014 is the first sign of
theeir impact but prompts
a queestion: how should a
companyy manage its contractors
so they do not eend up in court?

The Enviro
onment Agency will not tell firms how to
act. In an interrview with the environmentalist, Dr Gillian
Pratt, its director of regulation, said only: ‘You would
hope the revised Sentencing Council guidelines would
make people act
a to better manage contractors. But it is
up to the opera
ator to decide how they do that.’
However, the agency does use multiple contractors
itself to build and
a repair assets such as flood defences –
projects that carry a significant pollution risk – and how
it manages theem can provide a template for others. ‘We
have a very strrict due diligence process for deciding who
we work with in the first place,’ says Simon Dawes, the
agency’s head of internal environmental management.
‘I’d say that’s th
he most important way [we manage
contractors]. For
F larger jobs, for instance, we would be
looking for firm
ms to have an accredited environmental
management system
s
like ISO 14001 as that shows they
have processess in place to identify and manage risks.’
The agencyy also ensures it does not divest itself of
all responsibility after a contract is awarded, Dawes
says. ‘If we havve knowledge of a site that a contractor
is working on we
w often have better awareness of the
issues on it tha
an they do, so it’s right for us to take a
partnership ap
pproach and discuss all the risks and what
mitigation is necessary.’
n
The extent of this depends on the location. Simple
jobs could requ
uire more collaboration than a multimillion pound
d project if they are in a sensitive area.
The regula
ator uses the contract itself to minimise
pollution riskss, Dawes says. All contractors have
to agree to follow the agency’s safety health and
environment code
c
of practice that is attached to
the contract. This
T
includes a section on ‘pollution
prevention pla
anning and provision’, which requires
that contracto
ors ensure the site has pollution spill
kits and staff are
a trained in their use. If works are
to last longer than
t
30 days or are happening in an
environmenta
ally sensitive area, a mock pollution
exercise also has
h to take place.
Further, th
he agency requires all contractors to sign
up to a red and
d yellow card system to focus their minds
on potential riisks. ‘If something doesn’t go well, you
get a yellow ca
ard and that initiates a review process to
ensure measu
ures are put in place so it does not
re-occur,’ sayss Dawes. ‘But a serious incident gets a red
card and that means we won’t give the contractor any
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new work for a defined period, and certainly not until
they’ve satisfied us they have a clear plan to improve.’
The regulator’s water and environment management
framework for suppliers states that the system is
triggered by a number of circumstances, such as:
any act or omission by a supplier leading
to a prosecution;
any
an act of negligence b
by a supplier that
significantly increases the risk to others or
the environment during the execution of the
works; and
failure to follow the agency’s corporate
management systems.
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The agency has yet to issue any red or yellow cards for
pollution incidents, although it has issued them for
health and safety reasons.

Minimising risk
Few businesses, or public sector organisations, can
act like the Environment Agency – either because
they lack the purchasing power or the environmental
expertise. But most leading firms recommend similar
measures to minimise contractor risks.
‘The Sentencing Council guidelines made us re-look
at risks along our supply chain,’ says Andy Clark, head
of procurement and contract management at Yorkshire
Water. ‘What used to be a £20,000 fine if a sewage
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works failed would now be £1m.’ As a result of that
review, the firm has become less tolerant of delays in
repairing its treatment plants and pumping stations
and is prepared to bring work in house if there is a
risk of pollution. ‘If someone was repairing a pump
and knocked out the whole station there would be no
chance for us to intervene,’ he says.
Ho e er the main approach Yorkshire Water takes
However,
to reassure itself about its 1,600 contractors – 15 of
which undertake the major projects – is the same as
the agency’s: the procurement process.
‘When people reply to tenders, we require
confirmation they have the appropriate systems in
place to identify risks and control them, that they
have the right training and management, and
evidence that it’s all working,’ Clark says. A certified
management system does that. ISO 14001 is not a
mandatory requirement, but it does give Yorkshire
Water extra confidence.
Yorkshire Water eschews the red and yellow card
system, but it does use the contract with a supplier
to limit liability should a pollution incident occur.
‘There is a clause [in contracts] saying that if a firm
acts wilfully or negligibly and causes an incident – and
we can evidence that – then we can go after them
for any loss,’ Clark says. ‘We haven’t had to use it yet,
but if anyone refused to sign up that we would raise
questions with us.’
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Water firms may seem at the most risk of contractor
mistakes because they work in sensitive environments
– any pollution incident could kill fish and lead to
major fines. However, Sarah Holmes, legal director at
law firm Bond Dickinson, says the riskiest area for all
companies when they use contractors is waste: ‘People
often think “I’ve handed waste on and so don’t need
to think about it any more”. But there are so many
opportunities for offences to be committed as waste
changes a lot of hands.’
Any firm can limit those issues through the contract,
she says. They can write into it a requirement to be
notified whenever waste is handed on, for example,
or to be notified if it is passed on to a firm that has
been fined or had enforcement action taken against it.
‘That shows you’re taking all reasonable steps to limit
problems, and any court would look for that,’ she adds.
Several of the UK’s major construction firms agree
with Holmes’s view that waste is the biggest issue.
‘Having evidence to demonstrate we’re managing waste
in line with our duty of care is an ongoing challenge,’
says Martin Ballard, group environment manager at
Willmott Dixon, which itself hires multiple contractors.
‘We’re very reliant on our supply chain to understand
their duty of care and manage it.’
Willmott Dixon does much to help its contractors
understand their waste obligations, Ballard says. It
requires any managerial staff to undergo by October
2018 a one-day site environmental awareness training
course certified by the Construction Industry Training
Board. The construction giant is an ambassador for
several industry education initiatives, such as the
Environmental Service Association’s Right Waste,
Right Place campaign to spread the duty-of-care
message to small and medium-sized enterprises.
Ballard says: ‘SMEs get an awful lot of information
given to them – including by us. Do they read all that?
Do theyy understand it? Probablyy not,, so a campaign
p g like
this, which is clear and easy to understand, helps a lot.’

Purchasing decisions
Willmott Dixon also uses the procurement processs to
try to limit pollution risks, and prefers to work witth
firms that have accredited environm
mental
management systems. Skanska UK
U
follows a largely similar approacch.
Its sustainable procurement pollicy
helps the firm achieve its goal off ‘five
zeros’ in the supply chain coveriing.
accidents, ethical breaches,
environmental incidents, losses
and defects. However, Skan
nska
UK is also a prime examplee of
a business that uses audits to
t
ensure contractors adheree to its
environmental standards.
Skanska UK has 70
environmental staff whose
principal duty is to ensure
compliance on sites, says Nigell
Sagar, senior environmental
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Dealing with waste
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compliance manager. Several recent additions to this
team were previously with the Environment Agency. To
pre-empt waste problems, the environment team has
a wide remit, from checking environmental permits
to visiting waste disposal facilities to ensure they meet
Skanska UK’s standards.
‘On some projects they even follow waste trucks to
ensure they go to the right place,’ Sagar says.
He concedes that such measures may seem excessive.
‘When I speak to people and say we have 70 environment
staff, they think I’m off my head. They ask why we have
so many. The answer is because we need them. Our green
brand is one of our top selling points and, if we have an
incident, it won’t just cost us the fine, it’ll impact our

‘Our green brand is a top selling
point and, if we have an incident,
it’ll impact our marketing value’
marketing value. One of the questions you are always
asked in a tender is “Have you been fined in the past five
years?”. If you start ticking that box, it’s an issue.’
Sagar insists not everyone has to follow his
company’s example. His advice to any business seeking
to manage its contractors better is the same as Yorkshire
Water’s: evaluate your own management system first.
‘If a firm has a robust management system, it shows you
they have all the checks and balances to ensure a project
doesn’t have problems,’ he says.
Skanska UK itself has ISO 14001: 2015, the
international standard for environment management
systems, and requires all its contractors to comply with
the requirements.

Risk management
Organisations cannot eliminate all risk no matter
the demands placed on contractors or the systems
in place, as some of the recent fines show. In May,
house builder Miller Homes was fined £100,000 for a
pollution incident in Huddersfield in November 2013
when one of the firm’s contractors removed some
straw bales from a water storage lagoon that was close
to overflowing. The contractor did not realise the bales
were being used to prevent silt leaving the site and the
move polluted a nearby watercourse.
In a statement, Miller Homes insisted the incident
was a one-off and stressed that both it and the contractor
had since acted to try to ensure a re-occurrence was
impossible. ‘We have modified our surface water
planning to include more detail and to ensure greater
clarity in terms of responsibility for all aspects of its
implementation,’ the statement said.
Although that sounds very specific, it gets to the heart
of one of the key requirements businesses and public
sector bodies should keep in mind when working with
contractors: if a pollution incident does occur, you must
learn from it – and you must ensure they do too.

Alex Marshall is a freelance environment journalist.
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Deepwater Horizon
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BP announced in July that the total cumulative pre-tax charge
relating to the Deepwater Horizon disaster in 2010 would be $61.6bn,
or $44bn after tax. The UK-based multinational was also barred from
tendering for lucrative new US government oil and gas exploration
contracts between 2012 and 2014 as a result of the incident.
The explosion on the Deepwater Horizon rig in April 2010 killed
11 people and resulted in the release of 4.9 million barrels of oil into
the Gulf of Mexico, triggering one of the worst marine oil spills in the
history of the petroleum industry. The pollution spread over more than
965 km, from Louisiana to Florida, and by July 2010 all five states on
the Gulf coast were badly affected. US energy adviser Carol Browner
described the spill as probably the biggest environmental disaster the
country had ever faced. After the accident, a six-month moratorium was
imposed on all drilling operations in the area.
BP blamed its contractor, the Swiss offshore drilling firm
Transocean, which owned and operated the rig. Lamar McKay, then
chair of BP America, told a congressional hearing in May 2010 that,
although the oil and gas firm was ultimately responsible for the
clean-up costs, just seven of the 126 workers onboard the rig were BP
employees. ‘BP only has some of the story,’ he said. However, Steve
Newman, chief executive of Transocean, blamed BP and Halliburton.
The Houston-based company had produced the cement pumped
down the production casing the day before the incident to prevent
hydrocarbons from the reservoir entering the wellbore.
A report published in September 2010 from the incident
investigation team at BP, also identified problems with contractors. Its
conclusions included:
there were weaknesses in cement design and testing, quality
assurance and risk assessment;
the Transocean rig crew and BP well site leaders had incorrectly
concluded that the test for well integrity was successful;
the rig crew did not recognise the influx and did not act to control
the well until hydrocarbons had passed through the blowout
preventer and into the riser;
Transocean’s shut-in protocols did not fully address how to
respond in high-flow emergencies after well control
had been lost; and
the maintenance records did not substantiate that Transocean
had complied with its own five-year replacement policy for
high-pressure hoses.
However, in September 2014, US district Judge Carl Barbier ruled
that responsibility for the disaster was mainly BP’s. He apportioned
fault as 67% for BP, 30% for Transocean and 3% for Halliburton. He
described the energy company’s conduct as reckless and said it had
acted with gross negligence. In May 2015, the three firms settled all
claims relating to the incident.
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With women a minority in
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presence. This would be good for the sector because, if
you’re excluding 50% of the potential talent pool, if you
don’t have initiatives and make a stand, then as a sector
you start to lose integrity.’

‘There’s a small percentage
of women working on the
environment side, but in wider
sustainability sectors such as
corporate social responsibility
it’s almost the opposite’

An attractive option
To increase the number of women in the profession,
leading figures say the sector has to change the way
it approaches recruitment and retention. Although
entrants to environment careers have historically
come from Stem areas, some industry figures say the
profession is diverse enough to attract talent from a
range of backgrounds.
Stephanie McGibbon, associate director at
consultancy Arup, believes the industry ought to
do more to communicate the different jobs on offer,
especially in areas that have a ‘male’ reputation,
such as transport or energy. ‘The sector I work in,
environmental impact assessment, is very diverse in
terms of the projects and people you work with,’ she
says. ‘Technically, it’s work you can be trained for but I
think there could be more help in terms of training to
help women to be confident when dealing with lawyers,
developers and contractors.
‘Now we have four female graduates working with
us. In terms of directors or management there are more
men than women, but I think that’s more of a historical
legacy. I’m optimistic that is going to change as there’s
more scrutiny of [the gender mix] at board level.
‘The fact that diversity is even talked about now,
and talked about in a meaningful way, is a big step
change from when I joined the profession. Then, if you
attempted to have a discussion about it, you were seen
as trouble-making. The industry needs good people, so
who cares where they come from?’
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McGibbon, who is an IEMA Fellow, joined Arup in 2000
and completed an environment law degree in 2004,
adds: ‘Women have a lot to offer. My impression is they
have a lot more tenacity and resilience, and pragmatism
when things go off course. You need that because you
can find yourself in challenging situations.’
McGibbon echoes the thoughts of many of the
women interviewed, who all stress there are qualities a
female presence can bring to the working environment.
‘Women are much more open and more comfortable
saying things that men will not,’ says Stopps. ‘They open
up channels for a more empathetic conversation, putting
themselves in another’s place and understanding what
other people need.’
These qualities have often been seen as ‘softer’
skills, and potentially the reason women do so well
in wider sustainability areas of CSR, as well as social
enterprise and education. However, when it comes to
climate change, many of the solutions for prevention
and mitigation derive from the engineering, science
and environment sectors. The need for women to be
involved in such processes is illustrated by the World
Health Organization’s 2014 report, Gender, Climate
Change and Health, which outlines how global warming
is more disadvantageous for women. In many developing
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countries, climate change will affect access to water,
food, and fuel, which tend to be the responsibility of
women and girls. During droughts or periods of erratic
rainfall, they will have to walk farther and spend more of
their time collecting water and fuel.
In the words of Mary Robinson, former Irish
president and now climate change campaigner: ‘When
you have a male world, you have male priorities.’
To what extent this is true of the environmental
sector is arguable, but certainly in the realm of
adaptation, resilience and vulnerability (ARV) research,
there are few projects that tackle gender issues.
A research paper in 2015 from members of the
Climate Change Adaptation group at McGill University
in Montréal showed there were only 123 ARV studies
that looked at gender in what was described as a large
body of work over more than ten years.
Ruth Henderson, senior environmental consultant
with Royal HaskoningDHV, says gender diversity is of

Promoting inclusion
Many firms involved with or taking action to be more sustainable are
concerned with promoting gender inclusivity. The initiatives they
have introduced could serve as blueprints for others.
Infrastructure firm Balfour Beatty has stated that by 2017 diversity
and inclusion will be key components of its group talent management
activities and leadership development programmes. The company has
launched internal awareness campaigns to ensure people are engaging
with its core values. And it regularly monitors and revises performance
management and recruitment processes to support the progression of
under-represented groups to leadership positions.
Jaguar Land Rover has made gender inclusivity a priority by
offering a development programme for women. This sits alongside
its Engineering Network for Women. The automobile company also
operates its Women in Engineering Sponsorship scheme for female
undergraduates interested in engineering careers.
At Tideway, which is delivering the Thames Tideway Tunnel, chief
executive Andy Mitchell has pledged to have an equal gender balance by
the end of construction. Head of human resources Julie Thornton says,
for an industry already suffering huge skills shortages and a massive
gender gap, the company acknowledges that this is a big challenge.
‘We knew that, in order to achieve this, we had to make Tideway one of
the best companies around to work for and to tackle the barriers facing
women in construction and engineering,’ she explains. ‘One way we
started working towards this was to introduce a flexible working charter
for staff, both male and female. This includes allowing our employees to
work from home and part-time or flexible hours.’
Tideway also operates a ‘returners’ programme for professionals
wanting to restart their careers after an extended career break. The
scheme, available to those who have voluntarily been out of the
workforce for two years or more, was piloted in 2015. Early this year
a second programme was open for applications and the scheme was
extended to involve Tideway’s delivery partners: Amey, Costain,
Ferrovial Agroman and Laing O’Rourke. Opportunities were available
in a number of fields, including construction and civil engineering,
environment and quality. The scheme is supported by Women Returners,
a coaching, consulting and network organisation specialising in enabling
the return to work of professional women after an extended (longer than
maternity) career break.

‘We have four female graduates
working with us. In terms of
directors or management there are
more men than women, but I think
that’s more of a historical legacy. I’m
optimistic that is going to change
as there’s greater scrutiny of it’
Stephanie McGibbon, Arup
great value to an industry on the frontline of climate
change: ‘Women and men often act, react and interpret
information in different ways, which is significant
when it comes to problem-solving, finding innovative
solutions and driving forward change.
‘As a result, having women central to the discussions on
climate change can bring together a variety of perspectives
which produces a more holistic analysis of the issues.
Empowering women and young girls is a vital part of
mitigating climate change and accelerating the transition
to a more sustainable future, and women must occupy
more roles in all kinds of industries to have an impact.’

The pay gap
Attracting women to the profession may not be easy
when the pay differential between men and women
appears to be widening. IEMA’s State of the Profession
report this year (the environmentalist, March) showed
that the gender pay gap had reached a five-year high,
at 16.7%, although it had declined from 24.2% in 2007
when the professional body conducted its first salary
survey. The most recent analysis revealed the gap
started to appear between ages 25 and 29, after which it
became increasingly pronounced. The oft-cited reason
is that women leave to raise children, and if they return
it is to part-time or non-management jobs. Indeed, the
IEMA survey found that women respondents tended
to be younger – more than 57% were younger than 35.
This suggests that many leave the profession to have
families and do not return to full-time positions.
Henderson, Stopps and McGibbon agree that the
industry has to understand that society as a whole is
changing, and women are not automatically the main
carers. ‘Sometimes the potential barriers to women
climbing the career ladder can be the result of an
unconscious bias,’ says Henderson, who started working
as an environmental scientist in 2007. ‘There is often an
assumption that the mothers will only come back to work
part-time, if at all, once they decide to have children.
With the rise of the stay-at-home dad, and only one in ten
women in the UK are full-time, stay-at-home mothers,
there is a responsibility on individuals and businesses to
realise that employees’ needs are changing.
‘Companies need to evolve from the concept of
nine-to-five in the office, and have a more open mindset
about flexibility and on how performance of women can
be measured through results and value added.’
environmentalistonline.com October 2016
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Tideway, the company behind the new sewer
tunnel under London, has a programme to encourage
practitioners to return to the profession after a career
break. One in particular, Ines Faden, who works in the
corporate finance function, was part of the team that
developed the Equator Principles, the framework used
by banks to manage environmental and social issues in
project financing (see panel, p22).
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‘Women and men often act, react
and interpret information differently,
which is signiﬁcant when it comes to
problem solving, ﬁnding innovative
solutions and driving change’
Ruth Henderson, Royal HaskoningDHV

Breaking down barriers
Even if the sector heeded the calls for more flexibility
and better understood the benefit of gender
inclusiveness, it would do little to address the paucity of
women in Stem subjects. The low number is surprising
given girls tend to outperform boys in attaining A* and
A GCSE grades in physics, maths and further maths,
chemistry and biology. Stem graduates are far less likely
to be women, however, with just 15% of engineering
bachelor degrees awarded to females. Despite
campaigning by groups such as WISE to tackle this, there
is still much to do to attract women to Stem professions.
A potential solution is presented by Stopps: ‘As a sector,
it’s important to be engaging with schools but also to
acknowledge that we have many careers and think about
what we can we do to attract women that are considering
moving jobs. That’s not just in terms of providing
information but also ensuring we are a modern sector, that
we use technology to open it up to a variety of people.’

This could even include recruiting from the wider
sustainability sector. Rebecca Clark, director of Cardiffbased Green City Events, worked in retail before
launching the social enterprise that runs workshops in
sustainable living. Clark wants to work with government
departments and businesses on delivering environmental
projects. She says: ‘I would like to work more with the
Welsh government in particular, but I still have not
found a way to break down the barrier between the
policymakers being aware of us and working with us.’
Breaking down the barriers to women working in
the sector is certainly a task that needs to be taken on
so that the next face of science on Gap’s T-shirt range
will be female. Surely evidence in itself that progress
will have been made.
Samantha Lyster is a freelance writer.
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Steve Mustow looks at
the potential impliccations
of artificiall intelligence for
the environ
nment profession

emember when artificial intelligence (AI)
existed only in science fiction? Now, advances
in computing and programming have led
to AI applications that can perform tasks
hitherto the preserve of human intelligence. These
include driverless cars, online assistants such as Siri
and Cortana, automated telephone helplines that mimic
human operators, sophisticated translation software and
programs that can beat the world’s best players at chess.
Recent advances, such as in neural network
programming, have led some commentators to predict
that AIs with general human-level intelligence will
be developed within a few decades. Such AIs could
acquire the ability to design and create more advanced
applications, leading to the so-called ‘singularity’ when
AI overtakes human thinking. This is a prospect that
generates both excitement and fear.
This may sound far-fetched, but the huge sums of
money invested in AI by companies such as Google and
Facebook illustrate how seriously it is taken. In 2014
Ray Kurzweil, Google’s director of engineering who
popularised the ‘singularity’ concept, said computers
would gain what will look a lot like consciousness in
little over ten years. Others are more cautious and, while
acknowledging the potential for increasing numbers of
AI applications, such as face recognition, believe that

R

anything resembling general human intelligence and
consciousness is much further away.

A fertile environment
You are probably questioning the relevance of this for
environmental professionals. The answer is that it
will be very significant because AI has the potential
to disrupt many industries and sectors, including the
environment and sustainability profession.
There are several examples of how this is likely to
occur in the next five to ten years. The ability of AI to
review, ‘understand’ and use huge volumes of data is
increasing rapidly. Already a system named ROSS has
been developed to undertake paralegal work in Canada.
It is capable of returning precise answers to specific
legal questions, with a citation, after reviewing vast
quantities of legal information.
The speed at which this program operates and
the comprehensiveness of the research is far greater
than would be possible by a human. There are similar
requirements in the environmental field where work
often involves researching online data sources and
producing reports. Indeed the process has already
started at a rudimentary level with companies offering
baseline environmental reports that are automatically
generated according to the site co-ordinates.
environmentalistonline.com October 2016
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As testament to its versatility, AI has also been
used to assess water quality, for example on the
Melen River in Turkey.

© iStockphoto/Menno van Dijk

Building knowledge

AI is leading to advances in mapping, with machine
learning applications capable of identifying features
in satellite photography and transposing them on to
digital maps, greatly speeding a process previously
undertaken by humans. Facebook and other Silicon
Valley businesses are investing heavily in AI, linked to
plans by several companies to launch dozens of satellites
that will provide new imagery of the same parts of the
planet at least once every 24 hours.
Google bought Skybox Imaging in 2014 to help keep
its maps up to date. Now rebranded as Terra Bella, it
provides commercial high-resolution Earth observation
satellite imagery, high-definition video and analytics
services. Because environmental assessment and
management often relies on tools such as geographical
information systems (GIS), such advances will increase
the speed of analysis and scale of data that can be used,
while reducing costs.
AI can analyse complex data and identify patterns,
a feature that is relevant to many environmental
applications. AI was used to develop iBatsID, a bat
call classifier, providing the basis for standardised,
acoustic monitoring of the mammal in Europe. Bat call
parameters from a large reference database were used
to train artificial neural networks to distinguish the
echolocation calls of different species.
October 2016 environmentalistonline.com

Computer programs control many environmental
technologies, from wastewater treatment plants
to building management systems (BMS). The
introduction of AI offers the potential for the systems
to ‘learn’ and adjust their operations accordingly.
BMS controlled by AI could automatically
adjust heating and cooling to reflect different
patterns of use of the building and changing
preferences of the users, saving resources and
increasing user comfort. Research is already being
conducted using multi-agent systems – a type of AI –
to improve the performance of buildings and to
optimise their interaction with the smart grid.
Advances in robotics will proceed hand in hand
with those in AI. Applications that are likely to become
commonplace in the environmental field include aerial
drones that operate autonomously when collecting
environmental data.
Farmers already use drones to collect sensor data,
such as temperature and humidity, and take aerial
photographs to determine factors such as the nitrogen
and water requirements of crops. Given the advances
in military drone technology and photovoltaics, we are
ever closer to the day when environmental monitoring
drones can operate autonomously and stay aloft for
long periods. Film buffs will recall the opening scenes
of Interstellar,
r in which a drone that has been aloft
for ten years is captured. Fully autonomous craft for
environmental monitoring are also likely to become
common at sea, both on the surface and below.

Where does that leave us?
Will there be anything left for us humans to do?
Until the singularity is reached we will need to set
the priorities and oversee the work to safeguard and
manage our environment, even if AIs and robots do
an increasing proportion of the work.
Use of AI presents the opportunity to achieve much
more for the same cost, which will allow practitioners
to better address key environmental challenges such
as climate change, pressure on water resources, and
loss of biodiversity.
However, environmental and sustainability careers
are also likely to change, with more of the basic
technical work undertaken by AIs and robots, and
policy, management and communication still largely
carried out by humans.
Post-singularity predictions are almost impossible,
and who knows whether AIs that are more intelligent
than humans will be interested in protecting the
planet, given that they may be less reliant on the
biosphere? However, if earlier AI versions have been
involved in helping us to monitor and manage the
environment, perhaps the new super intelligences will
also be green.
Dr Steve Mustow is director at consultancy WYG.
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Is drought contributing to conf lict?
the environmen
ntallistt investigates

hen Prince Charles told Sky News in an
interview at the end of last year that
climate change was partly responsible
for the civil war in Syria, which was
fuelling mass migration into Europe, some in the
media condemned his comments.
‘There’s very good evidence indeed that one of the
major reasons for this horror in Syria … was a drought that
lasted for about ﬁve or six years, which meant that huge
numbers of people had to leave the land but increasingly
they came into the cities,’ the heir to the throne said.
Despite the press ridicule, which had also been
heaped on singer Charlotte Church when she made a
similar observation, there is evidence that the drought
was a contributory factor in the uprising against
President Assad – alongside escalating prices for basic
commodities and the regime’s cancellation in 2009
of subsidies to farmers for diesel and fertiliser, which
prompted mass migration to Syria’s already overstretched cities and towns. With climate change likely to
make drought and other extreme weather events more
common in many parts of the world will it help fuel
conﬂict elsewhere?

W

Corroborative evidence
Around 1.5 million people fled north-east Syria due
to the effects of Assad’s economic policies and the
drought that gripped the country between 2007 and
2010. Syria was only one county affected by lack of
rain. The drought affected the entire Fertile Crescent,
which spans parts of Turkey, Iraq and Jordan as
well as Egypt. Most of those who left were farmers
and herders, many moving to urban areas in search
of food and work. At the same time, refugees from
neighbouring Iraq crossed into Syria. Between 2002
and 2010 the population of many towns and cities in
the country increased by around 50%. The uprissing
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A study published in the Proceedings on the
National Academyy (PNAS) in March 2015 concluded
that the drought was largely the result of climate
change. Researchers at the universities of California
and Columbia found that it was the worst drought
on record and had caused widespread crop failure
and the mass migration of farming families to urban
centres. ‘Century-long observed trends in precipitation,
temperature, and sea-level pressure, supported
by climate model results, strongly suggest that
anthropogenic forcing has increased the probability of
severe and persistent droughts in this region, and made
the occurrence of a three-year drought as severe as
that of 2007–10 two to three times more likely than by
natural variability alone,’ they said.
The researchers said global warming had two
effects: it appears to have indirectly weakened wind
patterns that bring rain from the Mediterranean,
reducing precipitation during the usual November–April
wet season; and higher temperatures had increased
evaporation of moisture from soils during the usually
hot summers. Although there had been substantial
droughts in the area in the 1950s, 1980s and 1990s, the
most recent one was easily the worst and longest since
reliable recordkeeping began.
The study explained that the drought’s effects were
immediate: ‘Agricultural production, typically a quarter
of the country’s gross domestic product, plummeted by
a third. In the hard-hit North East, livestock herds were
practically obliterated; cereal prices doubled; and nutritionrelated diseases among children saw dramatic increases.’
‘We’re not saying the drought caused the war,’
says Richard Seager , a climate scientist at Columbia
University and co-author of the study. ‘We’re saying
that, added to all the other stressors, it helped kick
things overr the threeshold into open co
conff li
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Professor Sam Fankhauser, co-director of the
Grantham Institute on Climate Change and the
Environment, has urged caution on linking the conflict
in Syria to climate change. Launching a report in
October 2015 highlighting the need for the UN and its
refugee agency, the UNHCR, to define the legal status
of environmental migrants, he said: ‘Some researchers
have suggested that there may be a link between climate
change, the record drought that took place in Syria,
the conflict and hence the refugee crisis in Europe. But
it is very difficult to quantify what the contribution of
climate change has been. What is clear is the potential
for climate change to affect factors, such as the supply of
food and water, which can drive migration.’
That study looked at six semi-arid countries – Burkina
Faso, Senegal, Kenya, Tanzania, Pakistan and Tajikistan
– and found that people were most likely to respond to
impacts of climate change by migrating within their
country of origin rather than migrating internationally.
Robert McLeman, associate professor and
environmental studies academic adviser at Wilfrid
Laurier University in Canada, also says drought alone
is not sufficient to explain forced migration and that
other reasons, such as violence, political unrest and
food shortages, are responsible too. He told the World
Water Week event in Stockholm last month: ‘Migration
due to drought is not something that happens suddenly.
It is a long process with several steps of adaptation to a
changing situation before we meet a tipping point.’

Changing world
Although climate change is considered just one of a
host of factors that can trigger conflict and migration,
its impacts are growing. The UNHCR has warned that
it faces enorm
rmou
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and some livestock are unlikely to survive in certain
locations if conditions become too hot and dry, or
too cold and wet. Food security, already a significant
concern, will become even more challenging. People will
have to try [to] adapt to this situation, but for many this
will mean a conscious move to another place to survive.’
A 2015 report from the US defence department
(DoD) concluded that global climate change would
aggravate problems such as poverty, social tensions,
environmental degradation, ineffectual leadership
and weak political institutions that threaten stability
in many countries. Of Syria, the report said the large
movements of rural dwellers and Iraqi refugees to cities
had overwhelmed institutional capacity to respond
constructively to the changing service demands.
The DoD also revealed that its Africa command had
identified humanitarian crisis as the most likely climaterelated risk within its area of responsibility. It detailed the
impact that devastating events such as drought and disease
could have on vulnerable populations and on state stability
in places already struggling with fragility and conflict.
It pointed out the US national security strategy states
that climate change was an urgent and growing threat,
contributing to increased natural disasters, refugee
flows, and conflicts over basic resources such as food
and water. These impacts were already occurring and
their scope, scale and intensity were projected to increase
over time. The report stated: ‘Climate-induced stress
can generate new vulnerabilities – for example, water
scarcity – and thus contribute to instability and conflict
even in situations not previously considered at risk.’
The Asian Development Bank reported in August
that Asia and the Pacific remained the world’s most
vulnerable region to water insecurity and could not
sustain its re
r cent economic growth witho
h ut addressing
this issuee. Al
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improve water security, recent estimates suggest that
by 2050 3.4 billion people could be living in waterstressed areas in the region, while water demand will
increase by 55%.
Elsewhere, including in more economically
developed countries, water stress is becoming an
issue. California, the world’s eighth largest economy,
has been in drought since 2012, and the conditions
worsened considerably in the winter of 2013–14.

Recent estimates suggest that by
2050 3.4 billion people in Asia could
be living in a water-stressed area

Corporate response
The business community is increasingly aware that water stress
can threaten operations, so many firms are working to reduce
consumption and help communities manage scarce resources. Of
the 405 companies providing information to the CDP (formerly the
Carbon Disclosure Project) for its 2015 water risks report, almost twothirds reported exposure to water risk, with financial impacts in 2015
totalling more than $2.5bn. It highlighted the case of Portuguese
utility EDP, which in June 2015 warned investors that the impact of
drought on its hydropower plants in Brazil could amount to between
$165m and $219m.
The CDP also noted the forecast from the Water Resources Group
that by 2030 demand for water would grow by 53% to 40% above
current accessible and reliable supplies. Cate Lamb, head of water at
CDP, said: ‘Just as oil was to the 20th century, water is fast becoming
the defining resource of the 21st century. Unfortunately, unlike oil
there is no replacement.’

Case study I: Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola announced in August
that it had met its 2020 water
replenishment target five years
early. The soft drinks firm had set
the goal in 2007 and required it to
safely return to communities and nature an amount of water equal to
what it used in finished beverages. The company said that, in 2015, it
had returned an estimated 192 billion litres through community water
projects. This is equivalent to 115% of the water used at its plants.
According to an independent progress report by water consultancy
LimnoTech, verified by Deloitte, Coca-Cola increased water
replenishment by almost 38.5 million litres compared with 2014;
reduced annual sediment loads by 2.66 million tonnes; cut the release
of pollutants, such as nutrients and pathogens, by 88 tonnes; and
provided almost 1.5 million people will full access to clean water.
As part of its water strategy, Coca-Cola requires each of its 863
plants worldwide to determine the sustainability of the supply they
share with others in terms of quality and quantity, and issues such as
infrastructure to treat and distribute water.
Coca-Cola’s water replenishment plan came after controversy
over its use of water in India. In a blog posted online in August, the
firm’s chair and chief executive officer, Muhtar Kent, described this
as a ‘wake-up’ call. ‘Twelve years ago, our business was accused of
misusing water in India during a time of drought,’ he wrote. ‘While
we were ultimately found to be acting within the law and using our
own water supplies, we suffered plant closures and our reputation was
damaged. Some consumers walked away from our brands. Looking
back, this was a difficult but important learning experience for us. The
impact we felt went well beyond India. Back then, we were focused on
water use inside our operations, but it wasn’t enough.’
environm
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Last year, California governor Jerry
Brown declared a drought state of
emergency after the driest year on
record. He also introduced the first
Case study II: Olam International
state-wide
mandatory water reduction
Olam is the first global agri-business to
measures, requiring cities and towns
have a site in Africa that has achieved the
to cut consumption by 25% over nine
Alliance for Water Stewardship Standard,
months. Although the drought in
which was secured this year for its Aviv
the first half of 2016 was less severe,
Coffee Plantation in southern Tanzania. The
in June Brown ordered the state to
standard defines stewardship criteria and
adopt permanent water conservation
indicators for how water should be managed
measures, including long-term bans
at a site and catchment level in a way that is
on
wasteful practices and mandatory
environmentally, socially and economically
reporting rules. He said: ‘Californians
beneficial. Achieving it for the 1,025 hectare coffee plantation should
stepped up during this drought and
help ensure water security for the 300,000 people living in the
saved more water than ever before.
surrounding Ruvuma River Basin.
But now we know that drought is
‘The river is the lifeblood of the whole region, so in developing the
becoming a regular occurrence and
plantation we had to take care to ensure that our irrigation needs do not
water conservation must be a part of
impact adversely on its ecosystem and the other water users,’ says local
our everyday life.’
environmental and social manager Jeremy Dufour. ‘But, with climate
At the end of August, the US drought
change an increasing threat, we must ensure that our use in years to
monitor estimated that almost 35% of
come does not upset the balance.’
the state was in drought, ranging from
The success in Tanzania has spurred Olam to pilot the standard
moderate to exceptional. Across the
at its onion drying plant in Firebaugh, California, with WWF and
western states more than 42 million
Ecolab. It is also exploring rolling it out to its other processing
people were living in drought areas.
facilities. The standard provides water stewards with a six-step
In 2011, parts of Europe experienced
continual improvement framework that enables sites to commit to,
their worst drought for years, with
understand, plan, implement, evaluate and communicate water
rainfall up to 40% below normal.
stewardship actions.
Droughts in Europe are likely to
‘Olam has operations in 70 countries, so we have a responsibility to
increase, according to the findings of
focus on improved water efficiency,’ says head of environment Chris
the European Commission’s PESETA
Brown. ‘We are pleased that we have already met our 2020 target
II
project, published in 2014. These
to reduce water use by 10% per tonne of product in our farms and
concluded that EU cropland affected by
plantations (publicly reported under the UN CEO Water Mandate) but
droughts would increase sevenfold by
we recognise we have further to go across our processing.’
the 2080s, reaching 700,000 sqkm
a year, almost twice the area of
Germany. The largest increase would be in southern
Europe, reaching almost 60% of the total EU affected
area, compared with 30% today. The number of people
affected would also rise by a factor of seven compared
with current numbers, reaching 153 million a year.
Water UK recently reported that droughts in parts of
England are predicted to be longer, and more frequent
and acute than previously thought (p6).

Corporate response
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It’s enough

October 2016 environmentalistonline.com

Climate change is likely to increase water demand and
reduce supply, in some cases exacerbating competition
for already scarce resources and forcing up prices for
food and goods. In some cases, conflict and migration
may be the outcome, particularly where there is already
political unrest or tension among ethnic groups.
McLeman noted in his Stockholm talk that 54%
of international refugees were originating from three
countries – Somalia, Syria and Afghanistan. Each has
recent history of severe drought and political instability.
The PNAS study includes the words of one displaced
Syrian farmer: ‘The drought and unemployment were
important in pushing people toward revolution. When
the drought happened, we could handle it for two
years, and then we said, “it’s enough”.’
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Impact assessment

rom using water for extraction and processing
to timber for construction, the oil and gas
sector depends on natural capital assets.
Although the environmental impacts of
exploration and extraction can be great, many
organisations have made substantial progress in recent
years to become more responsible.
Given the many benefits – or ecosystem services
– that nature provides, oil and gas companies must
also factor in their environmental impacts on wider
human wellbeing, particularly that of the local
communities with which they may be sharing critical
resources. Taking an ecosystem services approach to
environmental and social impact assessments can help
companies better understand the knock-on effects of
their ecological footprint on people’s lives.

F
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Ecosystem principles
Specific ecosystem services are essential for health
and wellbeing. Clearing a forest in Africa, for example,
to make way for essential infrastructure might
affect local people who rely on its products for food
and shelter. Understanding the link between the
environment and human wellbeing is an important
step towards reducing potential negative impacts of oil
and gas operations on the critical ecosystem services
and local communities on which they depend.
Oil and gas companies are also under increasing
pressure to demonstrate effective management of
societal risk when seeking funding for projects, in itself
further strengthening the case for taking an ecosystem
services approach. Four years ago the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) published eight
performance standards clients must meet to secure
investment. Performance standard 6 – biodiversity
conservation and sustainable management of living
natural resources – requires all the schemes the IFC
funds to ‘maintain the benefits of ecosystem services’.
In addition, more than 80 other financial institutions
in 35 countries have officially adopted the Equator
Principles, a risk management framework for
‘determining, assessing and managing environment and
social risk in projects’. The principles are applied globally
and cover all industry sectors, so oil and gas companies
need to comply with a minimum standard for due
diligence when applying for funding from most financial
institutions. Since many big developers rely on external
funding to finance projects, they are facing increasingly
stringent rules and regulations to reduce their impacts
on human wellbeing. Taking an ecosystem services
approach would help them systematically identify risks
and impacts for which effective mitigation measures may
be put in place to secure the funding.
At the same time, oil and gas firms are under
pressure from regulators to consider how their
environmental impacts might affect human wellbeing.
Operators that fail to anticipate regulatory changes
could incur costs and delays down the line. Further,
the social licence to operate (SLO) is becoming
more critical, with many governments unlikely to
grant operational licences if a company is unable to
demonstrate it has secured one.

October 2016 environmentalistonline.com
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Licence to operate
SLO – the level of acceptance for a scheme granted by
local communities and other stakeholders – requires
companies to gain buy-in from the people who could
be affected by their operations. A big part of the
ecosystem services approach involves speaking to
and listening to local communities, which can help
organisations address important issues and thereby
gain their SLO.
A further benefit is reputation. Increasingly,
governments, organisations and, importantly,
consumers are holding big companies to account for
their impact on the environment. A perceived lack of
credibility and reliability can make it difficult for a
company to operate in a particular area and can even
affect its market share.
Ultimately, the opinions of those affected by oil
and gas operations matter, so companies must show
a genuine commitment to reducing their impacts on
human wellbeing.
Discussions with local communities to better
understand how they interact with the environment
and which ecosystem services are most important to
their wellbeing are key. There will often be a range
of stakeholders that benefit from ecosystem services,
so quantifying every impact can take time. From
subsistence farmers growing crops on private land to
the commercial fishing industry, each group that could
be affected by a project will need to be considered.
Less tangible impacts, such as the loss of cultural
significance when a forest is cut down, is harder to
measure. But building open and honest relationships
with local communities would allow companies to
explore trade-offs with them, such as how much they
value employment opportunities and income from an
oil and gas development in contrast with the potential
impact on particular ecosystem services.
With the growing global demand for oil and gas
pushing exploration into ever more remote and
developing regions where livelihoods are also often
more dependent on natural resources, companies that
interact positively with local communities will be more
likely to gain acceptance for their operations.

A case in point
AECOM recently worked with an oil and gas company
to help it understand how its activities in West Africa
may affect the ecosystem services on which people
in the region rely. The project required the clearing
of large areas of mangroves, which sustained fishing
activities that supported the livelihoods of many
coastal communities, protected vulnerable coastlines
from erosion and storms, and provided a valuable
source of wood for housing and fuel.
By engaging local communities, it became clear
that removing the mangroves could have far-reaching
effects on people’s lives. The mangroves provided a
nursery for fisheries and fuel for smoking fish. They also
provided flood protection and were used by local people
for spiritual rituals. Since the investigations, the oil and
gas firm has started developing livelihood restoration
plans for the people most affected by the clearing work.
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AECOM used its own scoping and scoring tool
on the project, known as ESIVI – ecosystem services
identification, valuation and integration (see panel,
below). This allows the team to identify the ecosystem
services relevant to projects in a range of environments,
including forest, grassland, marine and coastal. The
potential impacts on the ecosystem services are then
scored, taking into account several factors. These
include how much local communities, as well as the
project itself, depend on particular ecosystem services,
how resilient the services are to change, what options
there are, and how accessible they are.
Identifying the ecosystem services that are important
to local communities is a key first step, but recognising
what the company itself needs from the environment can
be vital for business-critical operations.
The oil and gas sector depends on large volumes
of water, for example. But, with population growth,
continuing economic development and the effects of
a changing climate, demand on limited fresh water

Ecosystem services assessment at AECOM
The consultancy’s in-house tool ESIVI – ecosystem services
identification, valuation and integration – is used to help clients
understand how their policy, plan, programme, project, investment or
activity will affect the provision of ecosystem services.
Applying ESIVI involves identifying:
the ecosystem services relevant to the project;
the beneficiaries of the ecosystem services, such as local people or
a business’s customers;
the value of the services to beneficiaries;
the impact of the project on the relevant ecosystem services and
their beneficiaries;
any opportunities to enhance ecosystem service delivery; and
mitigation measures for any loss or deterioration in service
provision to beneficiaries.

supplies and other natural resources is likely to intensify.
Developing an understanding of how the availability of
valuable ecosystem services, such as water, might change
in the future can help companies mitigate these threats
before they harm business operations.

The right assessment
Through ecosystem services assessments, companies
can identify and characterise natural capital risks
and devise and implement strategies to help maintain
and protect the natural assets they need to continue
operating. Because the oil and gas sector depends on
natural capital to carry out day-to-day operations, this
approach would not only help companies to maintain
business continuity, but also to help protect their
bottom lines.
Despite progress on understanding and
measuring how oil and gas projects might affect
the environments in which they operate, a shift in
environmental and social risk thinking is still required.
The undeniably strong link between the environment
and human wellbeing needs to be better recognised,
and an ecosystem services approach can be key to
achieving this. For the oil and gas sector to account
effectively for how it affects people’s lives and the
natural resources on which they depend, companies
must alter their approach to environmental and social
impact assessments and incorporate often ‘hidden’
ecosystem services.
Given the external pressures on the sector to be more
environmentally responsible, taking action now could
be a significant advantage when inevitable regulatory
changes come into force. But fundamentally, connecting
the environment and human wellbeing will almost
certainly help oil and gas businesses to contribute to a
more sustainable future.
Petrina Rowcroft is technical director, policy
and appraisal at AECOM.
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David Robinson
Assurance services manager at Lucideon CICS
Why did you become an
environment/sustainability
professional? The turning point for me
was when I was at Auto-Smart. I led the
company’s implementation of BS 7750 (the
forerunner of ISO 14001). It was one of the
first organisations to be certified.

What was your first environment/
sustainability job? Although it was
not called environmental monitoring
then, it was during my time in explosives
manufacture when I was involved in
the monitoring, testing and analysis of
effluents, stack gases and workroom
atmospheres. I became much more
involved in the environmental field at
Auto-Smart and joined EARA – later to
become IEMA.

How did you get your first role?
I was aware of the draft BS 7750 and
the director of the company encouraged
and supported me to become involved in
the pilot programme. I found the field of
environmental management exciting and
it tied in with my own personal interests.
I chose then to make it the main focus of
my career.

How did you progress your
career? I moved into consultancy
and became involved in the European
Commission project, EuromanagementEnvironment, which was aimed at
providing a standard methodology
for the implementation of EMAS (the
Eco-Management and Audit Scheme)
for SMEs in the manufacturing sector.
I assisted two firms to achieve EMAS
registration. Then I moved into the
certification/verification field as a
specialist and have been fortunate to
be involved in certification and EMAS
audits across a range of sectors.

What does your current role
involve? The maintenance and
development of accredited GHG
verification services under the EU
emissions trading system (ETS); voluntary
schemes (such as ISO 14064-1 and PAS
2050); energy management systems and
mandatory carbon reporting submissions.

How has your role changed
over the past few years?
Since joining Lucideon CICS, I have
been responsible for delivering
verification services, which involves
contact with accreditation body UKAS
and other authorities. The work has
also broadened from just carbon
management into other fields related
to sustainability as the appetite for that
type of verification has grown.

What’s the best part of your
work? I enjoy the whole process from
delivery of verification services, training,
development, mentoring of GHG auditors
and delivery of training courses. I enjoy
developing products and seeing them
through to UKAS accreditation.

Career ﬁle
Qualifications:
MIEMA, CEnv, principal auditor,
chartered chemist and chartered
quality professional, greenhouse gas
lead auditor, lead assessor for
ISO 14001 and 50001, and an EMAS
(the Eco-Management and Audit
Scheme) verifier

Career history:
2008 to date assurance services
manager, Lucideon CICS

1998 to 2008 environmental
specialist, BSI

1996 to 1998 management

What’s the hardest part of your
job? Meeting the deadline for ETS
reporting is always on my mind because
there is only a three-month window
for companies to finalise their annual
emissions reports and submit them for
final verification.

What was the last development/
training course/event you
attended? I attended the Sustainability
Best Practice Exchange event in
Harrogate in April 2016.

What did you bring back to your
job? A better understanding of the
potential effect on organisations of the
changes to future UK carbon legislation
as a result of the Budget earlier this year.

What is/are the most important
skill(s) for your role and why?
A clear understanding of the
requirements of various GHG legislation,
standards and guidance documents, as
well as the needs and expectations of
the various interested parties because
these have to be incorporated into our
procedures and GHG auditor practices.

Where do you see the
environment/sustainability
profession going? The profession has
already changed so much since I started,

services executive, Business
Environment Association
1990 to 1996 quality and
environmental manager, Auto-Smart
1975 to 1990 laboratory technician,
Explosives and Chemicals Products
when environmental/sustainability
aspects were almost a ‘bolt on’ to their
core business activities. Nowadays, they
have become an integral part of the way
companies do business and their set
strategic goals.

Where would like to be in five
years? I enjoy the role I have, but
relish the ongoing challenges that have
taken me into new schemes, varied
organisations and to some exciting
overseas locations.

What advice would you give to
someone entering the profession?
Be clear on your audience’s needs
and expectations and use that to your
advantage when putting forward your
case for environmental improvements.

How do you use IEMA’s
environmental skills map?
I use this as a check on my professional
development and as a guide when
recruiting staff.
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Latest member upgrades
We would like to
congratulate the
following members on
recently upgrading their
membership as part of their
ongoing commitment to
learning and professional
development.

Associate
AIEMA
Student

Full
MIEMA

Fellow
FIEMA

Graduate
GradIEMA

Practitioner
Myriam Armer,
Moog Controls
Eleanor Baker, SITA UK
Philip Bear, Optilan (UK)
Richard Belfitt, AECOM
Ajita Chamberlin,
ColArt International
Holdings
Allan Clark,
Pinsent Masons
Ben Coak, Alcumus Group/
Santia Consulting
Jak Fazakerley,
Royal HaskoningDHV
Neil Lang, HSE Limited
Tim Longbotham,
Moog Controls

Practitioner
PIEMA

Affiliate

Inmaculada Manzanera
Garcia
James Mclellan,
Maritime Combat Systems
Lance Milton,
Hobart Paving
Eloise Murray,
Argyll Environmental
Andrea Newell,
Moy Park
Samuel Good, Bakkavor
Thomas Smith,
Argyll Environmental
Lucy Trimmer

Henning Van Wyk,
PHS Group
Brian Williams, MOD
Samantha Wilson, Eco Events

Full and Chartered
environmentalist
Lucy Barratt, Grosvenor
Michael Brosa, Worley
Parsons
Dan Clayton, University of
Lincoln
Mike Draper,
Volvo Group UK

David Duggan, Lend Lease
Sophie Gooch, Fairhurst
Rebecca Harris, Network Rail
Stephanie Hime,
Little Blue Research
Ceris Jones, Agronomica
Benny Siu, Nishimatsu
Construction Company
Jenefer Taylor, Amey OW

Chartered
environmentalist
Michael Hardisty,
WSP|Parsons Brinkerhoff

IEMA events
Date

Location

Topic

6 Oct

Central Scotland

Brexit – implications for environment and sustainability

6 Oct

South East

Social

7 Oct

North East

Brexit – implications for environment and sustainability;
ISO 14001 transition

11 Oct

North West

Transition to ISO 14001: 2015

13 Oct

North West

IEMA environmental careers event

14 Oct

Norther Ireland

Brexit – implications for environment and sustainability;
ISO 14001 transition

18 Oct

Midlands

Brexit – implications for environment and sustainability

Webinars
11 Oct

The strategic importance of energy management

13 Oct

Driving change in water management in strawberries: from farm to watershed level

17 Oct

The inside track on ISO 20400 – the new international standard for sustainable procurement

19 Oct

How sustainable is social housing?

27 Oct

Habitat creation and other benefits from the use of excavated material

External events
11–12 Oct

Southport
(supported by IEMA
North West region)

Sandscapes: celebrating the
natural and cultural capital of
coastal landscapes

nwcoastalforum.org.uk

12–13 Oct

London

Contamination EXPO series 2016

contaminationexpo.com

18–20 Oct

Birmingham

Energy 2016

ukconstructionweek.com/energy-show

October 2016 environmentalistonline.com
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ISO 14001:2015
TRANSITION TRAINING
Prepare for the ISO 14001:2015 transition with training from NQA’s expert tutors.
We can support you with online, in-house and public training – choose from:
• eLearning
• half-day transition course
• internal auditing course
• ISO 14001:2015 Lead Auditor Course (pending IRCA certiﬁcation)
Book your training from www.nqa.com/14001training or call us for expert
advice.

Save 20%
on ISO 14001
training:
Code IEMA20

Contact us: 0800 052 2424 info@nqa.com www.nqa.com/14001training

